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NEW QUESTION: 1
RMAN is connected to a target database instance and an
auxiliary instance. You execute the command:
RMAN&gt; DUPLICATE TARGET DATABASE
TO dupdb
FROM ACTIVE DATABASE
SECTION SIZE 1G;
What is the outcome?
A. RMAN uses the push method to transfer backup sets.
B. RMAN uses the push method to transfer image copies.
C. RMAN uses the pull method to restore files using image
copies.
D. RMAN uses the pull method to restore files using backup
sets.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
How does memory interleaving reduce bottlenecks?
A. by sharing memory DIMMs among controllers

B. by enabling writes only to idle memory DIMMs
C. by compacting data before memory DIMMs are written to
D. by spreading usage to multiple memory DIMMs
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
In which of the following scenarios would cache maintenance
operations be necessary in an ARMv7 system?
A. Before executing code that uses the NEON instruction set
B. Before checking the status of a semaphore
C. Before handling an interrupt request raised by an external
device
D. Before reading cacheable memory that has been written to by
an external bus master
Answer: D
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